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CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS FOR PROMOTING 
IN A VERY DIGITAL ERA

Abstract:-Edith Newbolt Jones Wharton faculty member. martyr Day acknowledged the widening gap 
between the quick complexity of markets and thus the potential of most promoting organizations to know 
and address this complexness. Although the forces of market fragmentation and quick modification unit 
everywhere, we tend to tend to believe that internet usage is that the most driver behind the widening gap 
(Day, 2011). The Nineties being the last decade of e-commerce, initial the primary} a locality of the 
twenty first century has become the time of social commerce (Fader &amp; Winer, 2012). The role of 
‘‘digital marketing’’ is confirmed in a {very} very study by IBM consisting of interviews with CMOs 
(IBM Institute for Business price, 2011). These CMOs formulate the following four biggest challenges: 
(1) explosion of knowledge (sometimes jointly observed as immense data), (2) social media, (3) 
proliferation of channels, and (4) shifting shopper demographics.

Keywords: Challenges and solutions for promoting , forces of market fragmentation and quick 
modification .

INTRODUCTION:

3 of these four biggest challenges correspond to digital selling developments. Infobahn has become one altogether the 
foremost necessary marketplaces for transactions of product and services. as an example, on-line shopper commerce inside the 
America surpassed USD 100 billion (already in 2007), and thus the expansion rates of on-line demands for information 
merchandise, like books, magazines, and computer code, unit between twenty fifth and 5 hundredth (Albuquerque, Pavlidis, 
Chatow, Chen, &amp; Jamal, 2012). completely different anecdotal proof that stresses the importance of Infobahn as a dealing 
channel comes from Amazon where on the peak day, New Style calendar month twenty six, 2012, customers ordered quite 
twenty six.5 million things worldwide across all product classes, which will be a best 306 things per second (Cheredar, 2012; 
Clay, 2012). Digital music sales in 2011 exceeded physical sales inside the America for the first time in history (Fisch, 2010). 
Besides B2C and B2B markets, on-line C2C markets have emerged with wide success. Examples unit sweetheart, eBay, and 
YouTube. The rise of on-line use for communication is in addition quite substantial from around one hundred pc in two008 to 
over 2 hundredth in 2013. Newspapers and magazines have lost share throughout this quantity (Marketing news, May 2013, p. 
16).

Web usage continues to explode across the earth with digital turning into Associate in Nursing additional and 
additional important supply of competitive advantage in every B2C and B2B promoting. An honest deal of attention has been 
targeted on the tremendous opportunities digital promoting presents, with little or no attention on the $64000challenges 
companies face going digital. Throughout this study, we tend to tend to gift these challenges supported results of a survey 
among a convenience sample of 777 promoting executives around the globe. The results reveal that filling ‘‘talent gaps’’, 
adjusting the ‘‘organizational design’’, and implementing ‘‘actionable metrics’’ unit the biggest improvement opportunities for 
companies across sectors. The amount of internet users in 2011 was over 225 million users in North America and quite one 
billion in Asia (Business Monitor Intelligence, 2012). Worldwide, there's a unit relating to one billion monthly active users of 
Face book. Two years once the introduction of Face book, there are already fifty million users (Fisch, 2010). In the USA, 
Brazil, Europe, and Asian nation quite seventieth of the population is member of a minimum of 1 social media network. In 
India, the population is on the everyday a member of 3.9 networks. In Brazil, this variety is on prime of 3 and inside the USA 
and Europe around a try of (Van Belleghem, Eenhuizen, &amp; Veris, 2011). In 2011, quite 5 hundredth of social media users 
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follow brands on social media and corporations square measure additional and additional investment in social media, indicated 
by worldwide selling commerce on social networking sites of relating to USD four.3 billion (Williamson, 2011). Managers 
invest in social media to create complete fans World Health Organization tend to possess positive effects on firm word of mouth 
and loyalty (de Vries, Gensler, &amp; Leeflang, 2012; Dholakia &amp; Durham, 2010). There square measure a unit thirty 2 
billion searches on Google every month and fifty million Tweets per day. it's expected that quite a hundred and fifteen million 
people inside the America will turn out on-line content a minimum of monthly in 2013 (Albuquerque et al., 2012; Zhang, 
Evgeniou, Padmanabhan, &amp; Richard, 2012).

 As a consequence, complete managers not management the electronic communication they use to create complete 
ways in which (Deighton, 2007; Fader, 2012; Moe &amp; Schweidel, 2012). Moe and Schweidel (2012) maintain that this new 
surroundings for organizations/marketers is not whereas not risk. many researchers have shown that denote product ratings and 
reviews become additional and additional negative as rating environments mature (Godes &amp; timber, 2012; Moe &amp; 
Schweidel, 2012; Moe &amp; Trusov, 2011). Analysis findings counsel that quite ninetieth of all customers scan on-line 
reviews before they purchase product that sixty seven of all purchasers of goods unit supported user-generated content. About, 
customers scan a minimum of 4 reviews before making a buying deal (Godes &amp; timber, 2012; Kee, 2008). considerably, 
these reviews play a key role in purchase selections (Godes &amp; timberland, 2012; Kee, 2008). so social media content 
creates scepter customers World Health Organization unit extra semiconductor diode by completely different customers than 
by advertising. As a consequence, this could cause completely different (marketing) orientations like consumer engagement 
(van Doorn et al., 2010). The use of social media jointly creates a tremendous increase in consumer insights, additionally as but 
customers unit interacting with each other and thus the merchandise and services they consume. Blogs, product reviews, 
discussion groups, product ratings, etc. square measure new important sources of {information} describing but customers 
collect info, use that information, and also the approach that information is employed in their decision-making, looking 
behavior, and post-purchase behavior (Mayzlin &amp; Yoganarasinhan, 2012; Onishi &amp; Manchanda, 2012). Hence, a 
minimum of in essence, we tend to tend to unit able to follow customers in their consumer journeys (Lemke, Clark, &amp; 
Wilson, 2011).

The digital revolution in society and promoting creates tremendous challenges for companies. Previous literature at 
intervals promoting has in the main conceptually mentioned the impact of the digital revolution. This involves the discussion 
on the results on business and revenue models, consequences of latest digital channels and media, and also the increasing 
prevalence of knowledge. The majority of these studies alone discuss theoretical and smart consequences of the digital 
revolution. on the way facet that, there is Associate in Nursing increasing form of quantitative studies work specific analysis 
queries relevant in digital promoting, just like the results of user-generated content on capitalist price (Tirunillai &amp; Tellis, 
2012 and a special issue of promoting Science with introduction by Fader and Winer (2012)) or models to analysis new 
immense data (e.g., Feit, Wang, Bradlow, &amp; Fader, 2013). There are, however, alone thereforeme studies that so aim to 
quantify the importance of challenges at intervals observe.  

For example, recently IBM has quantified some rising issues (IBM Institute for Business price, 2011). Their study is, 
however, restricted in scope, as they alone discuss some important issues, whereas we tend to aim to visualize the plausible 
importance of extra challenges, that are supported associate degree intensive pre-study among promoting teachers. On the way 
facet that, we tend to tend to jointly complement this quantification of challenges with a discussion of theoretical insights and 
rising analysis directions for promoting science. We tend to aim to identify and quantify the foremost necessary challenges for 
digital selling throughout this study. Measure 777 promoting executives from the America, Europe, and Asia, we tend to tend to 
quantitatively assess the importance of those challenges. In addition, we tend to tend to work out potential solutions 
corporations have developed to proactively act on these challenges. In doing therefore, we'll jointly assess the foremost 
prevailing tensions. During this approach, we tend to tend to contribute to a better understanding of an important half the selling 
capabilities gap in today’s digitalization of markets (Day, 2011) and provide a practice-based road map for future analysis on 
digital promoting. The outcomes of our study reveal that the following three potential challenges unit most significant for 
‘‘digital’’ marketers: the facility to urge and leverage deep consumer insights; Managing whole health and name in a {very} 
very promoting surroundings wherever social media plays an important role;  Assessing the effectiveness of digital promoting. 
a research of the potential interventions for addressing these challenges reveals that the biggest improvement opportunities for 
companies across sectors are: To fill the gap between the supply and demand of analytically trained people in promoting 
(‘‘talent gap’’); to revamp organizations so as that they are (more) accountable and have clearer incentives and decision-
making processes that account for the three key trends in digital business, and to create unjust digital metrics. Methodology of 
our study this analysis started with a qualitative introduce that we tend to tend to aimed to identify the foremost necessary 
challenges in today’s promoting. We tend to performed skilled interviews with leading promoting scientists at the EMAC 
conference in metropolis in 2011, McKinsey purchasers, and McKinsey specialists to stipulate tensions in promoting. The 
results of this qualitative half clearly suggested that today’s promoting challenges unit digital. We tend to tend to then 
developed the foremost important ‘‘digital’’ promoting tensions and performed an online survey among readers of the 
McKinsey Quarterly, i.e., victimization the McKinsey Quarterly panel. Alone these readers were approached that have self-
identified them as sales and promoting executives of their individual companies across the planet. On condition that we tend to 
tend to use the McKinsey Quarterly panel, the used sampling technique is also a convenience sample with its inherent 
limitations. In total, 3743 executives were approached in our survey conducted in New Style calendar month 2011.

We tend to excluded respondents that did reply ‘‘don’t know’’ to a minimum of half the queries inside the shape. This 
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resulted in 777 usable responses (response rate twenty.8%). just about seventy eight of all responding corporations were placed 
in either Europe or North America. The sample consisted of companies from multiple industries, as well as skilled services 
(19.4%), cash services (11.2%), hi-tech and medium (16.7%), manufacturing (15.5%), and completely different industries 
(37.1%). the firms operated every in Business-to-Business (54.8%) and shopper markets. the majority of the surveyed 
companies were giant with employee numbers on prime of 5 hundred (59.9%). For actual details on sample we tend to tend to 
confer with the Appendix.

The increasing prevalence of digital media before discussing the foremost digital challenges, it is important to explain 
this use of digital channels. We tend to tend to asked companies their current use of digital media and their meant use inside the 
approaching two years (see Fig. 1). Company home pages, e-mail, and social media unit most commonly used these days. 
Social media and mobile applications represent the biggest growth areas for companies over future 2–4 years. We tend to tend 
to therefore expect that companies will additional and additional adopt these channels in their promoting operations to act with 
customers. With quite one billion sensible phones at the start of 2013, mobile is driving a second internet revolution that's even 
extra profound than the first one (Husson et al., 2013). Marketers unit expected to maneuver aloof from arrange of action 
mobile efforts to extra transformative mobile promoting ways in which inside ensuing few years. As such a lot as we tend to all 
grasp there don't seem to be any scientific publications nevertheless that ensure the results of mobile promoting on metrics.

To substantiate our initial ideas from the qualitative pre-phase, we tend to conjointly asked companies what the 
dominant changes square measure inside the past 2 years that affected that business most dramatically. Considerably, the 
increasing prevalence of digital media and tools in promoting has most affected companies inside the past two years. The 
facility to act with and/or serve customers in a {very} very new manner is out and away the foremost dominant modification, 
notably in firms attentively on cash services. Completely different important changes confer with the increasing access to data 
and insights, and also the ability to reach new consumer segments. These digital changes square measure thought of to be far 
more important than changes just like the entry of latest competitors and thus the modification in balance of power with 
‘‘historically’’ established price chains. Hence, that the digitalization of media and society has had the foremost profound 
impact on the selling ways in which of companies. Considerably, this is often still across all studied sectors.

Selling tensions the increasing digitalization ends up in important challenges for selling executives. they are 
confronted with increasing advanced and quickly dynamic  markets that unit on the way facet their management. As a 
consequence companies have comprehended these changes and perceive the thanks to address them (Day, 2011). Hence, we 
tend to outlined ten digital promoting tensions supported our discussion with selling scientists and practitioners. The 10 
promoting tensions/ challenges, which can be understood as opportunities or threats, unit summarized in a try of. We tend to 
tend to classify these into three categories:

(1) Business strategy and consumer insights;
(2) Go-to-market operations and execution, and
(3) Organization and capabilities.

Importantly, each of these challenges wants answers from selling. as an example, the digital revolution square 
measure typically either embraced by, e.g., developing social media platforms, adopting cross-channel ways in which, etc. or 
one can pursue a extra defensive approach by, e.g., increasing the service level in existing non digital channels (i.e., stores). for 
companies it's important: (1) to achieve Associate in Nursing understanding of each of these challenges, (2) to assess the 
association of each challenge for his or her business, and (3) to develop a reaction to each challenge. In our study we tend to tend 
to specifically asked our respondents that, if any, of these potential ten tensions related to the exaggerated use of digital media 
and tools unit most significant for promoting and business leaders to modify. Respondents were asked to rank up to a few 
challenges. Later, we tend to tend to jointly asked whether or not or not they developed solutions for these challenges. to this 
end we tend to tend to asked them whether: (1) plans to modify challenges were already in situ, (2) plans were developed but not 
notwithstanding enforced , (3) plans were being developed, and (4) plans weren't developed up to now.

Combining the results on the association of each channel and thus the presence of unjust solutions for each channel, 
we tend to tend to developed associate degree importance-opportunity matrix. This importance-opportunity matrix clearly 
shows that ‘‘developing unjust metrics’’ (8), ‘‘addressing talent gaps’’ (9), and to a lesser extent ‘‘digital structure design’’ (10) 
represent the biggest opportunities to possess impact across sectors. We tend to tend to jointly observe that ‘‘customer insights’’ 
(2) Associate in Nursing ‘‘managing whole health and name in a {very} very promoting surroundings where social media play 
a vital role’’ (4) unit rated as a result of the most important challenges. However, the bulk of companies counsel that they have 
plans to react on these challenges effectively. Still, there unit immense opportunities here for insulation companies. The 
‘‘digital revolution’’ (1) is taken under consideration as a moderate challenge and companies counsel that they have developed 
effective solutions. Constant holds for ‘‘the management of automated interactions’’ (7) with customers through digital self-
service, like on-line banking and on-line arrival. Curiously, the ‘‘increasing price transparency’’ (5), ‘‘the digital distinction 
between young and up to date shopper segments’’ (6), and ‘‘the data-innovation dilemma’’ (3) unit thought of as less relevant 
challenges for those companies that didn't develop solutions. Especially, the lower importance of the worth transparency issue 
is outstanding, as many companies in many sectors (i.e., money services) unit powerfully full of varied free digital price 
comparison services that tend to erode prices and margins, particularly in times of economic recessions. We tend to tend to 
continue with Associate in nursing in-depth discussion of each of the ten acknowledged digital promoting tensions. Strategy 
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and consumer insights Tension 1: digital revolution and business models the digital revolution is threatening existing business 
models. Business models describe but a business creates the value it provides to customers and also the approach it then 
captures its economic profits (Day, 2011). extra specifically, Sorescu, Frambach, Singh, Rangaswamy, and Bridges (2011, p. 4) 
define business models as a well-specified system of dependent structures, activities, and processes that's a firm’s organizing 
logic for price creation (for its customers) and value appropriation (for itself and its partners). many business model changes 
have a sway on every price creation and value appropriation and its underlying ways in which (i.e., operational excellence for 
price appropriation and consumer potency urban center creation) (Sorescu et al., 2011). The results of digital on business model 
have been rather overtimes mentioned in marketing. Already, inside the first ages of Infobahn, this has received wide attention 
(e.g., Alba et al., 1997). Additional recently, Rigby (2011) mentioned the long run of looking in Associate in nursing era of 
digitalization. In general, providing customers the facility to travel trying and get on-line needs companies to re-specify their 
business models. we tend to found in our convenience sample that, although most companies generate however 5-hitter of their 
sales on-line, digital promoting is also a unquiet force having a profound impact in reworking business models. integration 
digital tools and technologies into existing business models and adopting current business models to new and/or unquiet 
technologies unit the foremost important methods to modify the challenges of the prevalence of digital tools and technologies 
threatening existing business models. This is often conjointly notably apparent in sophisticated and telecommunication firms. 
Associate in nursing example is Netflix that took a proactive approach to adopting on-demand technology, whereas 
Blockbuster didn't react to dynamic consumer needs and technologies (Friedman, 2010). many telecommunication companies 
jointly face important digital challenges thanks to the in no time adoption of latest free digital services, like WhatsApp and 
Viber, which give ancient voice and text electronic communication services with regards to at no value. As telecommunications 
firms generate necessary revenues from these services and face the possibility of decreasing ARPUs (average revenue per user) 
in addition as falling capitalist confidence in their ability to still grow, these institutions presently got to modification however 
they bundle and value their services. Tension 2: consumer insights the foremost important challenge in a {very} very digital 
marketing world is that the power to urge and leverage deep client insights. Throughout this digital world, immense data has 
become the norm. By huge information we tend to mean data sets so large and complex that it becomes robust to methodology 
victimization handy direction tools (i.e., offered by suppliers unit Oracle, Microsoft) or ancient process applications.

The challenges embrace capture, duration, storage, search, sharing, transfer, analysis, and image (Snijders, Matzat, 
&amp; Reips, 2012). Immense data give ample opportunities to follow customers throughout their consumer journey, i.e., the 
journey customers perform from awareness or orientation on a product to purchasing and even turning into loyal to the 
merchandise. Economical trailing the customer’s journey could be a key demand to optimize advertising campaigns and 
budgets. Technical Associate in Nursing of consumer journeys has become a vital feature for digital selling agencies that 
follow customers once he or she seeks information, compares product, and ultimately takes the selection to urge a product and 
buys it. Companies, that systematically analyze ancient data, square measure aforementioned to shell competitors (Davenport, 
2006). Samples of companies, that as results of victimization this opportunity outdo competitors, are Amazon.com (annual rate 
(a.g.r.) 2000–2010:56.5%), O2 (a.g.r. 29.5%), Capital One (a.g.r. 16.6%), Tesco (a.g.r. 11.7%), and Progressive (a.g.r. 6%). the 
uk merchant, Tesco, designed a culture of consumer data-driven deciding (format management, class management, CRM 
systems, communication, etc.) into every level of the company to become one altogether the world’s high retailers.

Systematically turning loyalty card data into insights and insights into business selections, oxyacetylene Tesco’s rise 
to the amount one merchant within the UK. Tesco has created a powerful data assortment engine through the mix of knowledge 
obtained from loyalty cards, scanners, Web sites, and (additional) analysis (Humby, Hunt, &amp; Philips, 2008). Their 
consumer insights unit supported by Associate in Nursing outsourced analytical and data storage partner. As a result, they 
collected 1600 million new things of knowledge each month from10 million card holders and that they live eight million 
transactions in 700 stores touching on fifty,000 SKUs per week. Tesco created Associate in nursing structure culture of 
constantly seeking to use data to rise understand customers. Finally, they developed three-dimensional segmentation grouping 
of customers with similar needs and behaviors, to develop segment-specific insights. Despite the increasing association of 
huge data, this information jointly has their problems, like their size, volatility, lack of structure, missing data, etc. Moreover, 
several companies still haven't got their regular information (i.e., consumer data) organized in a {very} very sensible fashion.

We discover those data-driven consumer insights space units gaining the foremost traction in subscription businesses 
like cash, high tech, and medium companies. It’s exceptional, however, that also over eightieth of companies in our sample lack 
granular consumer data and/or the facility to link data to sales/customer usage. Fig. four represents a classification of the 
answers of the statements relating to information usage data and data and knowledge} detail. The numbers in Fig. four boost 
ninety 2, as a results of eight could 1945 of the companies don't grasp the quantity of detail of the consumer data. Among the 
foremost necessary blessings that companies hope to understand from analyzing client data unit that (1) these data drive sales 
volume (43% of all companies), (2) induce innovation (28%), and (3) enhance client engagement jointly through the creation 
of stronger whole Loyalty (42%). Tension 3: stifling power &amp; innovation one among the selling tensions that received 
well endowed attention within the analysis, notably in discussions with managers, is that Associate in Nursing overreliance on 
data and exhausting facts can stifle power and breakthrough innovations. Nowadays, we tend to tend to watch a stronger role of 
irresponsibleness in promoting. Therefore on be potent, selling departments got to be accountable (Verhoef &amp; Leef lang, 
2009). However, managers unit afraid that extra fact-based decision creating reduces thought, that's important for developing 
new initiatives and innovations. Specifically, fact-based deciding will in the main be thought of as tough and satisfying for 
‘‘left-brained’’ persons, whereas extra intuitive and inventive ‘‘right-brained’’ persons will feel uncomfortable and fewer 
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challenged in fact-based decision environments. The latter cluster could feel less potent in these organizations, and can invite 
extra entrepreneurial and stimulating environments. As a consequence, originality might even be stifled, that the argument. 
Though power and innovation is also somewhat reduced in very additional data-driven surroundings, it does not primarily 
imply that there don't seem to be any innovations, though. it is the degree of originality that's being affected. In an additional 
analysis, we tend to tend to therefore found that information is also a proven driver of terribly marginal innovations (line 
extensions), however that extra radical innovations unit less data driven. Companies, that unit thriving in introducing 
breakthrough innovations, leverage a spread of inputs on the way facet quantitative data. Such inputs embrace ideas and 
feedback from external vendors and specialists and/or internal management’s or expert’s insights and opinions. Attention-
grabbing, however, is that of late ‘‘big data’’ is in addition thought of as an important offer for innovations (McAfee &amp; 
Brynjolfsson, 2012). The challenge here is that companies aim to develop new product or improve consumer service processes 
victimization (several) data sources. as an example, MasterCard companies have analyzed deceitful behavior with stolen credit 
cards. Supported this, they automatically block credit cards that show payment patterns of times displayed with stolen credit 
cards, therefore on decrease the money risk of every the consumer and thus the MasterCard company. Nevertheless another 
example is but the Dutch railways use their own travel data and information provided by Tom navigation systems to provide 
information to customers on their expected amount of your time by train and by automobile. This helps customers to make extra 
enlightened selections on their alternative of travel mode. Attend market operations and execution Tension 4: social media 
&amp; whole health’s inside social networks, people have a sway on one another through complicated social/interpersonal 
influences.These area unit acutely aware or unconscious, active or passive, normative or informative (Eckvan, Jager, &amp; 
Leeflang, 2011). Word of mouth (WoM) reflects half of this social influence. In earlier times, the same old sturdy effects of 
social influence might solely be measured with abundant issue. Since its introduction, social media provide opportunities to 
stimulate and to live social interrelations among customers (Chen, Chen, &amp; Xiao, 2013) and thus WoM. Social media are 
often outlined as ‘‘a group of Internet-based applications that permit the creation and exchange of user-generated content’’ 
(Kaplan &amp; Haenlein 2010, p. 61). Social media offer Associate in Nursing unequalled platform for consumers to publicize 
their personal evaluations of purchased products and so facilitate viva-voice communication (Chen, Fay, &amp; Wang, 2011). 
Usually, there's a distinction created between customer-initiated social media (e.g., reviews, blogs) and firm-initiated social 
media (e.g., whole communities) (de Vries et al., 2012). Given that customers tend to lack trust in most types of advertizing 
(Nielsen, 2007), social media provide opportunities to form trust and to succeed in an outsized audience simply and at a coffee 
value. The (strong) effects of social networks on client retention and adoption are determined/confirmed in multiple studies 
(e.g., Nitzan &amp; Libai, 2011; Rahmandad &amp; Sterman, 2008, and Yoganarasimhan, 2012). Although, the results are 
often additional complicated than simply linear effects, because the result of social networks depends on the kind of contact 
between customers and will vary over time (e.g., Risselada, Verhoef, &amp; Bijmolt, 2014). Social media is gaining sturdy 
attention with business (e.g., Kaplan &amp; Haenlein, 2010). though social media is taking management of the whole name of 
corporations, they're troubled to live its real impact. This explains why the role that social media play in managing whole health 
and name is perceived as one of the foremost vital tensions (ranked variety two). That companies struggle to live its real impact 
(see conjointly Tension 8) might make a case for why in keeping with our survey about seventy four of corporations don't seem 
to be or minimally victimization social media as a promoting vehicle nowadays. Though several corporations have plans the 
way to use social media, these plans are a unit of times not or solely limitedly implemented nevertheless.

Advocates of social media see it as the simplest way to form added content {for clients for patrons for purchasers} and 
to monitor/temper negative customer sentiment. It should even be the simplest way to attach additional powerfully with 
customers and to have interaction them within the worth creation. However, one in all the potential dangers is that corporations 
don't achieve partaking customers, however that customers will be maddened. at intervals a social media surroundings, 
customers can simply become worth destroyers rather than worth creators for companies (Verhoef, Beckers, &amp; van 
Doorn, 2013; Verhoef, Reinartz, &amp; Kraft, 2010). Several corporations area unit troubled the way to deal with the social 
surroundings because it is in deep distinction with the standard way corporations pursued promoting.

Traditionally, corporations have used pricey absolutely controlled (mass) advertising ways to make and sustain whole 
reputations. Carefully developed advertisements were supported strategic brand positioning statements. To achieve success, 
managers ought to gain a comfortable reach and a focus among the chosen target group. Customers were solely concerned in 
these ways as they participated in research studies (i.e., survey, focus group, take a look at panels). This approach created sturdy 
management over a company’s name. Trying to have interaction customers in whole building through social media introduces 
a weaker management (Verhoef et al., 2013). On the positive aspect, it should produce brands that area unit additional most 
well-liked by customers as brands area unit additional supported client preferences. However, the lack of management 
incorporates a sturdy drawback, particularly for strong brands. Sturdy brands have already got a robust shopper franchise and 
the extra returns of partaking customers in making further whole equity are somewhat smaller. The risks of a scarcity of 
management area unit, however, larger for sturdy brands. for instance, McDonald’s created a Twitter campaign hoping to push 
positive WoM. Instead, they received plenty of adverse reactions and negative WoM (Verhoef et al., 2013). Companies, that 
have a robust negative sentiment, area unit notably exposed to those types of activities. There’s a risk that customers use the 
engagement opportunity to tarnish whole worth. In sum, for sturdy brands the risks of engagement activities area unit high, 
whereas the potential returns for particularly sturdy wholes with a major cluster of active brand opponents are often low or 
maybe terribly negative. 

Any activities pursued therefore ought to be notably cautiously managed. Tension 5: on-line targeting in the youth of 
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net, users were sometimes thought of to be younger (e.g., Teo, 2001). As a consequence, still several call makers might feel that 
moving to additional digital channels might induce that older individuals might have issues with victimization these channels 
and may induce that these target segments don't seem to be sufficiently served. However, our study shows that the targeting 
tension is perceived as the least vital challenge for marketers; most likely as a result of firms currently observe that on-line 
media are adopted by the overwhelming majority of the market. In fact, older customers currently exhibit similar on-line 
shopping for habits as kids, and represent the fastest-growing phase of the population. Nonetheless, there is an important bias in 
targeting older customers. The digital promoting efforts of corporations usually target younger client segments with solely 
five-hitter targeting 50+-aged customers. Moreover, as shown by Porter and Donthu (2006), older however conjointly less 
educated individuals have lower perceived simple victimization the net channel, while older people conjointly understand 
additional access barriers associated with the net. Our analysis outcomes counsel that, according to the respondents in our 
convenience sample, reaching older customers is best achieved through integrated communication strategies that mix digital 
with ancient media. So, for example, the yank Association of Retired Persons (AARP) has with success targeted older readers 
through digital vehicles linked to ‘‘The Magazine’’. On the far side that, corporations might instigate programs that facilitate 
these specific segments to use new digital channels (Porter &amp; Donthu, 2006), which can increase the perceived ease of use 
and cut back access barriers. Tension 6: worth transparency The increasing worth transparency has been a subject of 
investigation since the first days of net, and researchers have investigated price variations between offline and on-line retailers 
(e.g., Brynjolfsson &amp; Smith, 2000). Already Brown and Goolsbee (2002) showed that costs of insurances on the market on 
comparison internet sites have decreased, whereas insurances not gift at these internet sites remained to possess similar costs. 
Similar findings are reported within the automobile business (Zettelmeijer, Morton, &amp; Silva-Russo, 2005).

Remarkably, corporations thus far don't think about the presence of Associate in nursing increasing worth 
transparency as a crucial challenge. This is surprising, as there's factual proof illustrating that this worth transparency in result 
will have terribly sturdy consequences for industries. Particularly within the current tight economic times, customers feel a fair 
stronger pressure to search out a decent provide (Lamey, Deleersnyder, Dekimpe, &amp; Steenkamp, 2007; Ou, de Vries, 
Wiesel, &amp; Verhoef, 2014).  The increasing worth transparency can chiefly be a chance for corporations that have 
succeeded to redevelop their business model (see Tension 1) in such the simplest way that they will provide the simplest worth 
to customers. These players area unit additional possible to win, especially the new client acquisition game. Indeed, some 
players such as Progressive have incorporated third-party aggregators/price comparison engines in their information 
processing system to focus on their worth advantage. Another strategy we tend to observe in observe is that corporations 
integrate forward and either begin their ‘‘own’’ comparison engines or take over existing ones. for instance, the biggest Dutch 
insurance company ACHMEA recently non inheritable  INDEPENDER which was a former freelance comparison 
information processing system for money services2. This permits them to be told additional regarding on-line client and 
competitor behavior, and conjointly to possess a stronger influence on the customers and therefore the market. The 
disadvantage is that these comparison engines may be not sure, as they're not freelance anymore, however a part of giant money 
establishments. Tension 7: machine-driven interactions Automated and on-line migrations gift value savings opportunities as 
well as risks to client satisfaction and whole health.

More specifically, migrating customers to on-line channels might produce resistance and client discontent, as 
customers might feel forced to use new channels (Reinders, Dabholkar, &amp; Frambach, 2008). rigorously observation of the 
results of automation on client satisfaction and tools for personalizing the net expertise are thus key to defensive whole health. 
In our survey, 45% of the respondents have a thought to fill this gap and mention ‘‘monitoring’’ because the key lever, whereas 
forty first mention personalization as a maneuver to balance the efficiencies of automation with client loyalty objectives. Retail 
banking examples show that targeted on-line migrations will truly increase retention, product penetration, client life worth, and 
profit per individual customers (Gensler, Leeflang, &amp; Skiera, 2012). Gensler et al. (2012) demonstrate however matching 
ways are often applied to come to a decision which customers with that product are often migrated to the net retail bank 
channel. Associate in nursing example of an organization that offers several added, customized services to draw traffic and 
have interaction customers on-line is O2 within the kingdom. They provide customers a free-of-charge calendar perform to 
arrange family life (such as updates, family messages, and family events). additionally, they offer ‘‘Bluebook’’ that offers free 
on-line storage for all mobile text messages, phones, contacts, wallpapers, etc., and therefore the ‘‘Blue room’’ which offers 
priority tickets for music, sports, comedy, and family entertainment. Tension 8: on-line metrics there is a widespread 
perception that on-line measures don't seem to be easily translated into money impact, which on-line metrics are not pronto 
reminiscent of ancient metrics. this can be illustrated in four that summarizes the challenges as they're perceived by the 
respondents in our sample. We tend to observe that several efforts

CONCLUSION

We have entered a replacement era within which digital media and channels are speedily turning into present. 
supported our study among 777 marketing executives across the world, we tend to known four major marketing challenges 
during this new era that appear to be the foremost prevalent (see Fig. 3).
1. The employment of client insights and knowledge to vie effectively;
2. The threatening power of social media for brands and client relationships; three. The iniquitousness of latest digital metrics 
and therefore the resulting assessment of the effectiveness of (digital) promoting activities; and
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4. The increasing talent gap in analytical capabilities at intervals corporations. Interestingly, 3 of those major challenges 
(customer insights, metrics, and talent gap) area unit closely connected. All of them involve data and therefore the underlying 
capabilities for analyzing knowledge, providing firms a deeper and additional unjust understanding on however promoting can 
contribute to a stronger performance in a very digital surroundings.

The most vital answer appears to be that marketers should produce stronger capabilities in digital promoting 
analytics. Marketers and promoting department’s not conversant in (analyzing) digital knowledge, digital metrics, digital 
client journeys, etc. could presently begin to struggle and their purposeful responsibilities may be assumed by additional 
digitally bound functions, such as IT. Moreover, with a stronger authorization of consumers ensuing from the increasing 
presence of social media, the trafficker focusing on whole building through ancient media solely ought to presently discover 
that these ways can quieten down effective which brands area unit additional and additional outlined by customers than by the 
marketer’s positioning statement. In sum, we tend to believe that our study suggests that promoting must adapt to the new 
digital era by strongly specializing in (1) quantitative talent development, (2) fact based proposition development, and (3) 
developing whole and client relationship ways taking advantage of the increasing engagement in brands of consumers through 
social media. Consequences for (marketing) analysis the increasing prevalence of digital promoting conjointly poses 
important queries for management and research. The study of those queries is of utmost importance for our discipline. We will 
elaborate on pressing problems with relevance the four most important tensions: Customer insights With relevance analysis on 
client insights, within the past we tend to have seen Associate in Nursing increasing rise in studies analyzing individual client 
data victimization {the knowledge the info the information} on the market in client relationship management databases. As 
promoting scientists we've been able to develop several models that area unit ready to make a case for and predict  churn, cross-
buying, usage, and client life worth (Verhoef & amp; Lemon, 2013). These studies sometimes analyze knowledge from one 
single supply with knowledge from individual customers. With the increasing presence of additional knowledge, databases 
from multiple sources are developed consisting of information at multiple aggregation levels (e.g., customer, firm, market, and 
region) (e.g., Feit et al., 2013). this may lead to additional difficult models. Future research ought to concentrate on the event of 
those models. What is more, the increasing presence of non-structured knowledge (i.e., text data), can create challenges for 
promoting modeling (Lee &amp; BradLow, 2011). Additional attention ought to be to the inclusion of these knowledge in 
models. Finally, we tend to observe a bigger use of network knowledge (e.g., Haenlein &amp; Libai, 2013). we tend to believe 
the inclusion and study of those knowledge victimization multiple methodologies (i.e., agent-based models), can stay vital 
within the coming years to derive sturdy client insights (Goldenberg, Libai, Moldovan, &amp; Muller 2007).

Social media The future of social media has already gained sturdy attention within promoting science. Hereby, 
multiple researchers have started to perceive the impact of social media and specifically user-generated content on sales and 
firm worth (e.g., Tirunillai &amp; Tellis, 2012). Future analysis ought to still elaborate on this. Specifically, it'd be attention-
grabbing to analyze the impact of social media on individual client behavior, like client loyalty. Despite this attention for the 
results of social media, there is limited attention for the effective use of social media at intervals promoting. Pressing queries 
requiring additional analysis are: ought to firms perpetually use social media or ought to they be terribly selective? How ought 
to they manage risks close social media? However should corporations react on negative client actions in social media? What 
area unit the simplest metrics to gauge social media? Generally, social media are a relevant and vital topic for tutorial analysis 
in the returning years. New metrics One of the most issues is that the increasing accessibility of latest metrics (e.g., Mintz 
&amp; Currim, 2013). The foremost vital task for marketing researchers within the returning years is to know the importance 
of those metrics. Ought to marketers collect each metric? Or will they concentrate on simply a few? Do specific metrics impact 
marketing and firm performance? For instance, do likes of brands on social media have a bearing on whole attitudes, market 
share, and sales? A crucial issue is whether or not it'll be potential to derive a few single digital metrics that perform as a sort of 
overarching metric. for instance, research corporations area unit developing digital sentiment indices for brands. However 
smart area unit these indices and can these metrics predict future performance? Significantly, for promoting education the 
sturdy development of metrics conjointly has implications. However will MBA students grasp all these metrics and perceive 
the connection of every of those new metrics?  Analytical talent gap our final most vital digital promoting challenge issues the 
analytical talent gap. Whereas promoting researchers have thought of capabilities of front-line service staff, sales managers, 
salesmen, etc., specific studies specializing in capabilities of successful promoting analyst’s area unit lacking. Given the 
increasing importance of information and therefore the plausible positive result of promoting intelligence capabilities on 
performance (Germann, Lilien, &amp; Rangaswamy, 2012), it's vital to understand however corporations will build these 
functions and that staff they ought to attract. Also the interface between promoting analytics and therefore the promoting 
perform requires extra attention. However will promoting analysts work effectively to enhance their impact on the promoting 
function? For corporations it's conjointly vital to know however they'll be ready to vie with different analytical bound functions 
(i.e., finance, operations) to draw in well-trained future staff. In sum, we tend to believe digital promoting poses vital 
challenges for each corporations and promoting researchers. Particularly the increasing prevalence of information can induce 
sturdy opportunities for market scientists for analysis during this space. This study provides important directions for analysis 
on that problem they ought to focus.
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